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R

eis Llaneza knows how hard
it is to climb the ladder of
success. The owner-operator
of The Box on Wheels food truck
— which parks in various Eastside
locations throughout the workweek
— was born and raised in Hilo,
Hawaii, and had difficulty finding
the right job after high school.
Finally, his parents suggested
cooking. Llaneza enrolled in a small
culinary school and was hooked. He
began working for different resorts
on the islands, eagerly learning
everything he could.
Llaneza and his wife, Joanna,
moved to the Puget Sound area in
2005. When they were ready to start
a family, they decided it was time for
him to blaze his own trail.
“I would talk about moving
forward with my dream of opening
a small brick-and-mortar, but once
I got down to adding up the costs
involved, it was far from possible,”
says Llaneza. “Finally, I threw my
hands up and exclaimed, ‘All I need
is a box to cook out of so I can cook
food that makes people happy.’”
Llaneza’s cuisine is Asian fusion.
“I draw inspiration for my dishes
from my life growing up in Hawaii,”
he says. “Hawaii is definitely a
melting pot of many different
cultures and types of food, so I
like to use different flavors from
different cuisines.”
On the following pages, Llaneza
takes us through a family- and foodfilled day.
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24 HOURS

8 a.m. I pick up The Box on Wheels, and off to the
commissary kitchen I go to meet up with my crew and get the
food ready for the day.

11:30 a.m. A crowd of patrons begins to gather at our
window. We are truly grateful for our supporters.

NOON Firing up the grill to feed the people of Bellevue while
Gabriel hands orders to customers at the window.

1:15 p.m. Adding the finishing touches to one of our most
popular items, the chicken karaage.

2 p.m. Another great lunch service comes to an end. We close
up shop and head back to our commissary kitchen, where the fun
continues — more prep, wash dishes, more prep, wash dishes —
it’s a never-ending cycle.
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6:30 a.m. The wife goes to work. My alarm goes off. I check
the weather, nice and sunny. It should be a good day! My favorite
little monsters wake up. We have breakfast, I get them ready,
and take them to school.
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8:30 a.m. Sharpen my knife and begin prepping. Lucky to have
Gabriel Navarro, my right-hand man, prepping alongside me.

10 a.m. Load up the food truck and head out to one of our
favorite spots in Bellevue. Our awesome, one-and-only Hayden
Porter sets up, and we are ready to go by 11 a.m.

12:30 p.m. Plating up our kalua pork bao, pork belly bao, and
kalbi yakiniku with garlic aioli drizzle.

12:45 p.m. Chop chop salad tossed in our very own creamy
toasted sesame dressing, made to order, as fresh as it gets.

5 p.m. Rush over to the bank to get change. Then to a venue
in Kirkland to scout out the space and parking situation for an
upcoming events we are catering.

6 p.m. Finally, pick up the kids and head home for dinner and
some family time before hitting up the books and emails, hopefully
with my eyes still open. And that is my typical day.
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